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ABSTRACT:
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we (1) increased the performances of the Fortran embedded modules by using optimization syntax,
(2) made massive use of libraries, and (3) used parallel computing. In this regard, we introduced MPI
directives by using “mpi4py”, optimizing noticeably the execution-times of the codes. Finally, we
produced a very detailed, multi-level documentation of the Statistics Toolbox by using inline
comments, online documentation, and Jupyter Notebooks. We actively participated in the
development of the official website.
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1 Executive Summary
The deliverable is dedicated to High-Performance Computing (HPC) implementation and
comprehensive documentation of the Statistical Toolbox modules produced for Aidapy. We
optimized all the existing functions, speeding up the computation. We adopted a multi-level
strategy. First, we accelerated noticeably the execution of the Fortran modules, that have been
properly wrapped in the Python ambient, using a more optimized syntax of programming. As a
second step, we made massive use of libraries such as NumPy and other packages, whenever
is possible. Finally, we introduced in Aidapythe use of parallel computing for data analysis. In
this regard, we made use of typical multiprocessors computing. A number of Python-related
libraries exist for the programming of solutions either employing multiple CPUs or multicore
CPUs in symmetric multiprocessing or shared memory environment or potentially huge
numbers of computers in a cluster or grid environment. We have chosen the option of MPI
directives [1], by using “mpi4py”[2,3]. This parallel strategy, adapted here for Aidapy, will offer
an interface similar to multiprocessing, providing a complete abstraction of the start-up
process and the communication and load balancing layers. Finally, we produced a very
detailed, multi-level documentation of the Statistics Toolbox by using inline comments, online
documentation, and Jupyter Notebooks. We actively participated in the development of the
official website.

2 Modern HPC Implementation
We optimized the performances of the codes that are part of the Statistics Toolbox. This Task is
divided into 3 parts. First, we dramatically changed the structure of the Fortran codes (Task
5.1a). Second, we optimized the python language, in collaboration with the other partners of
the consortium [4], by using more modern, pythonic calls (Task 5.1b). Third, we introduced
examples on how to use parallel computing to speedup the WP modules, in particular making
use of mpi4py. As follows, in Figure 1, we represent a pictorial view of our HPC implementation
(Task 5.1c).

Figure 1. Cartoon of our procedure to optimize the toolbox produced in WP4. We start from the optimization of the
Fortran modules embedded in our python framework (D4.4). As a second step (middle), we accelerated the
execution of our Python script, by making large use of existing functions. In the last step (right), we present the use of
mpy4py, here adapted to Aidapy.
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TASK 5.1a Fortran Optimization
It is widely accepted that programming languages that work via executables are very
performing. Among all, together with C++, Fortran represents an easy and very accessible
programming language, adequate for users that are little familiar with coding. Being very
popular among undergraduate students, the Fortran language has high performances and can
easily be embedded into Python ambients by common wrapping procedures.
The proper use of algorithms, compiler options, library routines, and coding practices can bring
significant performance gains. This discussion does not discuss cache, I/O, or system
environment tuning. Parallelization issues will be treated in Task 5.1c. We introduced (and
tested) some syntax optimization that improves the computational performances. In the
Statistics Toolbox products of our WP, Fortran has been used only when calculations were
challenging. In particular, Fortran modules are highly optimized for hermitian matrix inversion,
multiple-Fourier analyses, and large matrices manipulation. These changes have been
incorporated only in the Fortran codes of the “wave-identification tool” presented in our
previous deliverable D4.4. This has been the only one that needed to use the Python-Fortran
interface.. Hereafter, we present some changes in the coding strategies that speeded up the
key loops.
The main external modules where we changed the structure are the following:
1) “Synthetic_sub.f90”, which creates synthetic fields for testing the wave-identification
tool;
2) “Kfilt_sub.f90”, which applies the k-filtering techniques to 4 datasets and provides back
useful information about spectra;
3) “PD_sub.f90”, which uses the phase-differencing technique to identify waves from two
aligned spacecraft;
4) “Sub.f90”, which contains optimized modules used by the various codes.
First, we removed useless I/O calls and unnecessary conditional operations from key loops. We
then eliminated superfluous subroutines calls. Subroutines called deep within a loop nest could
be called thousands of times. Even if the time spent in each routine per call is small, the total
effect might be substantial. As a general example, we changed all the loops such that good
spatial locality of arrays operation is retained. The double loop below is an example of good
spacial locality:
REAL :: A(N1,N2), B(N1,N2), C(N1,N2)
DO J2=1,N2
DO J1=1,N1
A(J1,J2)=B(J1,J2)*C(J1,J2)
ENDDO
ENDDO

In Fortran, data in arrays are stored in such an order that the most left-hand side digit is
growing first. Consequently, A(J1+1,J2), B(J1+1,J2), C(J1+1,J2) are stored respectively next in
memory to A(J1,J2), B(J1,J2), C(J1,J2), and the compiler optimizer, speculating they will be used
at the next iteration of the loop, can advantageously prefetch them from memory to the cache.
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With respect to the previous version, we made sure that now we optimized matrix products, in
order to use vector pointers of the compilers.
We reduced the number of arrays pointers by using temporary variables to accelerate
computation. For example, in intensive/expensive loops, when needed, instead of doing the
following:
DO i = 1, Nx
DO j = 1, Ny
g( i, j ) = a( i, j )/b( i, j ) + dsqrt( b( i, j )*a( i, j ) )
END DO
END DO
We changed this to much faster structures:
DO j = 1, Ny
DO i = 1, Nx
Atmp = a(i, j )
Btmp = b( i, j )
g(i, j ) = atmp/btmp + dsqrt( Btmp*Atmp )
END DO
END DO
This makes a better usage of the cache memory and is more efficient for large calculations.
We then removed many of the arrays initializations, whenever they are not needed. Still, the
best way to initialize an array is to analyze first if this array really needs to be initialized; and if
not, then remove the initialization. Another big change that we made in our Fortran wrapped
modules is the optimization of memory usage, by changing most of the memory allocations.
Static arrays require that the size is known by a parameter (in other words: hard-coded). Their
access is very fast but since they are never deallocated, they are very memory-consuming.
Better not use them, or use them for small arrays. Pointers arrays are handled similarly to
allocatable arrays but their usage is highly discouraged because it can lead to memory leaks or
addressing confusion. Dynamic arrays are the most flexible supports for allocations. They are
allocated on different memory spaces, named respectively "stack" and "heap", which will be
described in the next section. Note that since Fortran 95, allocatable arrays which are declared
and allocated locally in a subroutine will be automatically deallocated when returning from that
subroutine.
All the above steps accelerated the calculation by 70% with respect to the original release of
the toolbox. After we used all the above optimization procedures, the codes have been
optimally wrapped into python and then upgraded into the Aidapy ambient. Contrary to our
first release, from our optimized version of the wrapping, we nog extrapolated python functions
from each Fortran module, namely from the .f90 we got .pyf. First, we declared python modules
for PD_sub, k_filt_sub, sub, synthetic_sub. The wrapped modules have been auto-generated
with f2py [5, 6]. The full procedure on how to run the optimized wave_identification toolbox is
explained in the documentation and in the notebooks examples (Task 5.2c).
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TASK 5.1b Python Optimization of the WP modules
We optimized all the python functions produced during the project, analyzing, step-by-step, the
gain in execution time. The tests have been continuous, so here we collect just the main
changes that did lead to an excellent degree of performance. In our original version of the
statistics toolbox module, we did not use NumPy in all the possible places. In this deliverable,
we optimized the last part by making complete use of NumPy (and others), in all the modules.
To test each piece of code, we made large use of the function “timeit”. As follows, we represent
one of our tests.

Figure 2. Typical optimization of initialization of functions in Python. The execution time is strongly reduced.

As it can be observed from the sketch in figure 2, a great factor in optimization can be obtained
in the initialization of arrays. This has been upgraded in hankel.py and epsilon.py. A similar test
has been done for products of arrays, with similar optimization performances.
It is worth noting that with this use of NumPy calls the above simple code almost achieved the
same performances as Fortran. For initialization and a product of matrices, Fortran takes 0.1
seconds, while the same process with “non-optimized Python” takes about 33 seconds. The
optimized-Python (with the use of modules such as NumPy and SciPy), can go down to 3.5
seconds, which is extremely good. Fluctuations due to the local devices and the compilers are
typical of these experiments. Nevertheless, these tests are useful to evaluate the order of
magnitudes in computing times.
These changes, and many other array creation and manipulation routines of NumPy have been
now massively used in all the WP modules. We also introduced the use of PlasmaPy [7] in the
computation of the moments of the velocity distribution functions - a very hard challenge. This
nicely integrates with this existing software, in a synergic way, without any replication. This
really clears-up also the structure of the computation of the epsilon parameter (D4.3). Finally,
we made massive use of NumPy also in the wave_identification tool, by using loadtxt and
reshape sub-functions.
7

TASK 5.1c Parallel Architecture
After the above successful optimization (Task 5.1a and 5.2b), here we proceed with the parallel
architecture implementation of the Statistics Toolbox. The philosophy of this important step of
optimization is based on the use of HPC directives such as the message-passing procedure.
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a portable message-passing standard designed to
function on parallel computing architectures. The MPI standard defines the syntax and
semantics of library routines that are useful to a wide range of users writing portable
message-passing programs in C, C++, and Fortran. There are several open-source MPI
implementations, which fostered the development of the parallel software-industry and
encouraged the development of portable and scalable large-scale parallel applications. Since
its release, the MPI specification has become the leading standard for message-passing
libraries for parallel computers. Implementations are available from vendors of
high-performance computers and from well-known open source projects like MPICH.
The use of parallel computing is massive in many branches of physics. For example, is
fundamental for large, challenging simulations of astrophysics, going from hydrodynamic
simulations [8] to impressive plasma simulations [9,10], from global modeling [11] to gravitation
[12]. However, the purely parallel approach, using MPI directives, is much less popular and less
developed in the framework of python language. In this deliverable, we will show the huge
advantage of this computational philosophy, by introducing mpi4py.
MPI for Python supports convenient, pickle-based communication of generic Python objects
as well as fast, near C-speed, direct array data communication of buffer-provider objects (e.g.,
NumPy arrays). This package builds on the MPI specification and provides an object-oriented
interface resembling the MPI-2 C++ and Fortran bindings. It supports point-to-point (sends,
receives) and collective (broadcasts, scatters, gathers) communication of any picklable Python
object, as well as efficient communication of Python objects exposing the Python buffer
interface.
The main challenge in the MPI parallelization process relies on the change of the structure of
the code, thinking in a multi-processor point of view. For each module, one has to choose the
strategy of parallelization, which is not unique for all the computational problems. In particular,
the MPI directives involve a net change of the basic modules, as we will summarize as follows.
As a starting point, one can run parallelized Python codes only on a multi-processors machine.
These can be the classical workstations, going from the multi-core workstations to the
high-performance supercomputers. However, even most of the laptops today have multiple
CPUs facilities, so it is easy to test the speedup of our products. The MPI commands run with
different directives. In our case, MPI programs will run with the command mpiexec. This
implies a very important starting point if one wants to use the developed modules of aidapy
with parallel computing. First, we recommend to install locally on your multiple-core device
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mpi4py, for example by pip-installing:
$ python -m pip install mpi4py
Then one can just import the mpi4py function in the parallel code. The full mpi4py
documentation can be found on different websites, for example in [13, 14]. After the
parallelization procedure, running Python programs looks like
$ mpiexec -n 4 python script.py
A good series of examples for the usage of MPI can be found in [15]. The basic concept of our
mpi4py coding-strategy is based on one of the most sophisticated techniques, namely on
domain-decomposition. In this regard, we use two distinct strategies, hereafter “Strategy I” and
“Strategy II”.
Strategy I. After we decide to run the script on n processors, we first define the hierarchy, with
a typical master-slave configuration, where the master (or leader) is the processor 0, and the
other 1, 2, …, n-1 are the slaves. A summary of the strategy is reported in Figure 3.

Figure 3. “Strategy I” for parallelization of aidapy statistics toolbox. Left box: An input array of Nt elements is loaded
by the master processor #0. The master divides the domain by the number of processors and uses mpi4py sending
directives to the slave-processors. Right box: after this communication stage, the processors do the computation
locally, on their small part of the domain, and send back to the master the results of the analysis. The master collects
data and returns the result.

Suppose the user wants to perform a series of analyses on an extraordinarily large array of Nt
elements. This array is loaded by the master processor, which for convection is named as
processor #0 (but in principle can by any of the n processors chosen of the mpi execution.) The
master divides the domain by the number of processors and uses mpi4py sending directives to
the slave-processors. Note that also the master can keep a piece of the array to do an
analogous computation. After this communication stage, performed via message-passing, the
9

other processors do the computation locally, on their small part of the domain. Finally, they
send back to the master the results of the analysis, the master collects them, formats the
output, and returns the result.
Strategy II. Sometimes some analyses are fully non-local, namely, each part of the domain
needs information from large distances, as for example the autocorrelation and the structure
function analysis. One quick trick to deal with these difficulties is to scatter immediately all the
data to every processor. Analogously to Strategy I, the master sends everything to all the
slaves, but each processor then performs only a certain portion of the analysis. The sketch of
the strategy is reported in Figure 4.

Figure 4. “Strategy II” for parallelization of aidapy statistics toolbox. Left box: An input array of Nt elements is loaded
by the master #0. The master scatters all the information to each other node, by using optimized-MPI scatter
directives. Right box: after this communication stage, each processor concentrates the computational power on a
particular action of the analysis. At the end, each one sends back to the master the results of the analysis. The
master returns the results to the user.

As an example, suppose one wants to compute the second-order structure-function, from our
D4.1. In practice, one has to compute
2

𝑆(𝑚) =< |𝑓(𝑖 + 𝑚) − 𝑓(𝑖)| >,
where i is the index that runs on the number of points (i=1, 2, ….Nt) and m is the index that runs
in the increments space, namely m = 1, 2, …, Nr. Here Nr is the number of maximum
increments, with Nr<Nt. The brackets indicate an average over all the domains, namely over the
Nt points, with a sliding-window. Note that this is a very non-local operation, and Strategy I
would be highly inefficient. However, with Strategy II, one divides the number of increments Nr
by the number of processors (and not Nt), such that each processor will compute the sliding
averages over all the domain, but only on Nr/n increments (n, again, is the number of
processors).
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Here we applied the above strategies to all the parallelizable modules we have produced. In
particular, we produced, for each of the following, a module that computes:
●
●
●
●

Averages, standard deviations and kurtosis of a dataset (Strategy I)
Structure functions and autocorrelation functions (Strategy II)
Partial variance of increments for the extreme-events identification (Strategy II)
Energetic particle analysis (Strategy I)

These were the only possible scalable actions in the Statistics Toolbox, since not all the the
codes have a structure adequate for parallel computing. Future works might be devoted to a
full python conversion of the wave_identification tool. This latter, because of wrapping and
because of too many Fourier transforms and complex matrix inversion is not mpi-friendly, since
the number of communication would overcharge the processors and tremendously slow-down
the performances.
We produced the modules that compute the most challenging calculations and provide these
example codes in the aidapy repository, accompanied by appropriate documentation. These
modules have been created as “external” since they run on supercomputers and need to be
executed with command lines (for example from bash shells), or as executables (see online
documentation).

Figure 5. Speedup of the most time-consuming aidapy parallelized modules. The speedup has been measured as
the ratio between the time T1 of a sequential (serial) run and the analogous running-time T# measured with mpi4py
over # cpus. Left: speedup as a function of the number of CPUs # for the module “mpi_structure-function.py”, for
mpi_xevents.py (center) and for “mpi_energetic-particles.py” (right).

In figure 5 we show the speedup of the most time-consuming aidapy parallelized modules. The
speedup has been measured as the ratio between the time sequential (serial) run T1 and the
analogous running-time T#, measured with mpi4py over # cpus. The speedup as a function of
the number of CPUs is reported for “mpi_structure-function.py” (left), for “mpi_xevents.py”
(center) and “mpi_energetic-particles.py (right)”. There are clear, good scaling performances for
the modules, revealing the goodness of the HPC procedure. It is also worth noting that some
saturation can be observed already at 4 CPUs. This is due to the (intentionally) limited
computing capabilities of the device on which we did run the speedup tests. The computer,
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indeed, was a modest "Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50GHz", with 64-bit of ram and 6
CPUs. Better clusters (with aidapy installed) will give better performances.

3 User-Friendly Documentation
With this last section we come to the end of the WP targets. Such a comprehensive analysis
tool might become suddenly user-hostile if is not associated with a simplification of the
algorithm, to accurate documentation, accompanied by a good presentation for the user. An
accurate online manual, in the format of a “quick-guide”, has been produced, in collaboration
with WP1 and WP2.
Overall, we produced a very detailed, multi-level documentation of the Statistics Toolbox by
using 3 distinct ways to proceed, namely: inline comments, online documentation, and Jupiter
Notebooks. We actively participated in the development of the official website. In Figure 6, we
present an overview of our strategy for the comprehensive documentation delivered here.

Figure 6 Sketch showing the strategy for the documentation of the Statistics Toolbox WP4. In particular, we used
multiple approaches, by adding: (1) the inline documentation with a series of comments that describe in detail all the
steps of the functions, (2) the online documentation of each statistics toolbox released, with an introduction of the
scientific topic and a detailed description of the modules, (3) a guided tour on how to use the statistics toolbox of
WP4, via detailed and well-documented notebooks.

TASK 5.2a Inline Documentation of Modules and Functions
In this toolbox, we produced a large (and variegate) set of utilities going from well-known
analysis to novel techniques. The toolbox comprehended several modules and functions,
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embedded and collected into the following main Aidapy branches:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

statistics.py
xevents.py
hankel.py
epsilon.py
vl_solver.py
wave_identification.py
A suite of mpi-parallel modules (See Table 1)

For each of the above, we added the inline documentation, including a series of comments that
describe in detail all the steps of the functions. We introduced a header to each of the above
files, with a detailed explanation of the package, the scope, and the main goals of the analysis.
Moreover, for each definition of each function, we describe now the scope, the variables, the
input and the output. We also provide formulas as inline text and explain the most difficult
computations. Concerning the wave_identification (D4.4), we added all the comments to the
Fortran modules, provided now in the Aidapy package as well.

TASK 5.2b Online Documentation
We produced a very detailed online documentation of our products, as it can be found at
https://aidapy.readthedocs.io. A cartoon of what this documentation looks like is shown in
Figure 5 (top-right). In particular, we produced very detailed restructured test files (“.rst”),
uploaded them to the repository. We now added an exhaustive introduction of the scientific
topic and a detailed description of the modules, by specifying for each function, the input, the
output, and providing more notes. Particular attention has been paid to the documentation of
the mpi-parallel modules presented in Task 5.1c. A guided tour has been presented to the user
on how to run the codes on multiprocessors.

TASK 5.2c User-friendly Documented Examples
There are several possibilities to guide the user through the Statistics Toolbox produced in
WP4. In the past years, thanks to the interaction with new users, we found that the most
promising and effective way to guide the Aidapy-user are the Jupyter Notebooks. The Jupyter
notebook (formerly IPython Notebooks) is a web-based interactive computational environment
for creating notebook documents [16]. Jupyter is a project and community whose goal is to
develop open-source software, open standards, and services for interactive computing across
dozens of programming languages. It was spun off from IPython in 2014, and started to collect
enthusiasm through the world from 2015. We produced, in particular, notebooks for extensive
use of all our prior deliverables. These notebooks can be found on the official website of
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aidapy. These notebooks are self-explanatory, well-documented, easy to use, and particularly
appreciated by young, undergraduate students.

4 Conclusions
The deliverable has been to both HPC and the documentation of the WP modules. Regarding the HPC
implementation of the Statistics Toolbox, we (1) increased the performances of the Fortran embedded
modules by using optimization syntax, (2) made massive use of libraries, and (3) used parallel computing.
In this regard, we introduced MPI directives by using “mpi4py”, optimizing the execution times of WP4.
Finally, we produced a very detailed, multi-level documentation of the WP4 by using inline comments,
online documentation, and Jupyter Notebooks. We actively participated in the development of the official
website
Table 1. List of the routines adapted to parallel computing
Sample File

INPUTS

mpi_running-average.py

coord : The value given is the
size of the sliding window
center : bool, if true the
resulting value will be placed in
the middle index of the window,
otherwise it will be placed in the
last index of the window

mpi_running-std.py

coord : The keyword is the
coordinate of the xarray on
which the std will be calculated.
The value given is the size of
the sliding window center : If
true the resulting value will be
placed in the middle index of
the window, otherwise it will be
placed in the last index of the
window

mpi_structure-function.py
scale : list or numpy.array A list
or an array containing the
scales to calculate.
Order of the structure function

mpi_xevents.py
Time series stored in xarray
scale for the increments
computation.
coord: 3 spatial dimensions.
scale: a scalar containing the
scale to compute Specify then

OUTPUTS
An xarray containing the
values of the mean in the
requested frame
A plot is also produced.

An xarray containing the
values of the std in the
requested frame
A plot is also produced.

NOTES
Calculates the mean of on xarray
DataArray, useful to compute
running-averages If you want to run
the code by using sample data,
instructions on how to download given
fields are given in the inline
documentation of the code

Calculates the std of on xarray
DataArray, useful to compute
running-stds If you want to run the
code by using sample data,
instructions on how to download given
fields are given in the inline
documentation of the code

Returns the structure function of any
An xarray containing the
order, of a 1D signal. If you want to run
structure functions A plot is the code by using sample data,
also produced.
instructions on how to download
synthetic fields are given in the inline
documentation of the code

An xarray containing the
PVI signal as a function of
both position and scales. A
plot is also produced.

Calculates the PVI of an xarray
DataArray. If you want to run the code
by using sample data, instructions on
how to download fields are given in the
inline documentation of the code
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the number of scales``nscales``
for the PVI
mpi_energetic-particles.py
VDF, associated MaxwellA scalar containing the
Boltzmann distribution,
epsilon parameter.
coordinates, density, geom
(default = None), correct (default
A plot is also produced.
= False).

Calculates the deviation of the VDF
from the equilibrium state, with respect
to its associated Maxwellian.
geom must be set to cart or sphere for
Cartesian or spherical geometry,
respectively. If correct is set to True
corrects for missing data in theta or v.
If you want to run the code by using
sample data, instructions on how to
download fields are given in the inline
documentation of the code
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